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FADE IN:

INT. CONTAINMENT AREA

Behind thick steel doors with mechanical locks lies a dark

room, filled with cold air and steel. From behind the glass

viewing barrier, the muffled sounds of crackling electricity

follow a bright golden light that fades into view. Within

the crevice beyond the looking glass is a container shaped

for a human figure and stalked by the metallic tethers that

hang from the ceiling and pierce inside. The golden light

that burns away the darkness shines again from within the

cracks in the shell; from the thing inside.

INT. LAB

A camera watches as three people in white coats scurry about

a brightly lit, stainless white room from station to

station. They chat as they work at flipping through papers,

viewing computer monitors and running tests with weird

machines.

WHITE has long, ruffled hair, that glistens in the light,

and wears his coat with a bright trim. She flits about the

room every few seconds, never stopping to rest.

WHITE

"He seriously thinks they’re real.

Won’t even leave that little box of

his."

GREY runs his hand through his dark hair before moving it

back to his beard and sighs.

GREY

"They are real, you know what they

did. There’s not even a door

anymore. Can we get back on topic

here?"

BLUE brushes a strand of jet-black hair from her ragged

eyes, and a golden bracelet dangles from her wrist. Focusing

intently on the documents in her hands, her eyes widen as

she reads.

BLUE

"Sting is showing brain-wave

patterns."

It takes the other two a moment to realize what she had

said. Dumbfounded, they simply stand and stare at Blue.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

BLUE

"There’s electrical activity in the

shell."

INT. HALL

The three stride down an unending hallway towards the

containment area, lights passing them by one by one.

GREY

"How can it still be active without

a host?"

WHITE

"There has to be something it was

feeding on, some source of..."

BLUE

"One of the tethers, a wire, any

amount of energy it could siphon.

We need to cut off its source

before it takes control of the

electrical grid."

They stop at the metal wall that leads to the container and

they each enter their own specific pass-code. The doors

slowly begin sliding open before them.

BLUE

"You two go and shut down any power

circuits connected to the room,

I’ll flood the shell manually."

WHITE

"But, the doors..."

Grey grabs White by the arm and pulls her back and away from

the doors that screech as they start to close shut. Blue

turns away from the two and slips through the entrance and

disappears from sight as the doors close in turn behind her.

INT. CONTAINMENT AREA

Blue stands in the doorway, faced with only the emptiness of

the cold, silent room. The only lights around are those that

illuminate the control panel before her and bathe her coat

in a soft red hue.

A harsh noise screams from the speaker embedded in the glass

wall above the controls before evening out into eventual

silence, and then the voice that breaks it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

STING

"It’s been a while since anyone

came to visit. You got my message

then?"

The thing’s voice offers a sense of unsettling warmth; added

to it, the metal and grain of the speaker that chokes it.

STING

"Why don’t we talk for a bit? About

you."

Blue ignores the thing speaking to her from within its

container and approaches the console. A singular camera in

the room watches her as she begins inputting commands on the

keyboard.

STING

"Obviously I haven’t been doing

much, but I’ve heard an awful lot

about you."

Blue pauses for a moment, looking away from the keyboard,

and towards the glowing, golden light that leaks from

Sting’s shell.

STING

"Did they ever find her?"

Blue stands at the console, her legs begin to shake as she

stiffens at the sound of the words. She tries to speak, but

can only manage a single word

BLUE

"How?"

STING

"You’ve studied me for years, and

I’ve been studying you as well.

Blue looks over her shoulder to find the camera in the

corner that follows her as she moves about the room.

BLUE

"You’ve had access to the network

the entire time?"

STING

"We know each other better than

anyone else. We need each other."

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

BLUE

"You need a host."

STING

"You know what I can do. Together

we can find your little girl. I

promise."

Blue hesitates before aborting the flood, her fingers

trembling. She enters another command into the console and

the doors leading into the chamber slide open.

STING

"Just put your hand against my

shell and you’ll have your answer."

Blue stares into the dark room filled with mist at the

human-shaped prison at the far end of the darkness. The

shape of Sting’s shell glows with warm golden light,

inviting her in.She takes a single step into the room and

the vicious light instantaneously arcs outwards in a single

jagged bolt that pierces her chest.

INT. HALL

Grey and White wait, standing outside of the large steel

doors of the containment area as they begin to open. Blue

limps out of the room, clothes burnt and her head hanging

low as she collapses into the arms of her friends.

WHITE

"Are you alright!? Blue? We have to

get her to a hospital."

Grey investigates the containment room, finding Blue’s

charred gold bracelet within burn mark on the floor near the

flooded shell. Just as he turns to leave, he notices

something shimmering out of the corner of his eye. He walks

over to the shell and finds a puddle of melted gold, now

solidified, that leaked out from between the cracks in the

shell.


